Chorus To Perform During Holidays

Mr. Martin Bitlick, director of choral activities at Georgia College, would like to invite everyone to the Winter concert to be held Monday, March 1, 1971, in Russell Auditorium. It will begin at 8:00 p.m. and the admission is free.

The Women's Chorus, a group of 40 people, will perform Benjamín Britten's Miss Brevis is E and Gordon Jacob's A Godly Heritage. The mixed choir of 65 voices will perform some of the literature that they will present on their Spring Tour. The selections range from a Mozart by Brahms in such pieces as I'll never Fall in Love Again or De You Know the way to San Jose by Kurt Weill.

Both groups have worked hard for these concerts. Mr. Bitlick should be congratulated for his work with the music department. This is his first year at Georgia College. He came here from Vicksburg, Mississippi, one of the cities where the mixed chorus will perform a concert.

The tour begins March 18, 1971, when the choir leaves at 11:15 a.m. from the G.C. campus. There will be 90 students traveling on two buses. They will tour in Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. The main concerts will be presented in New Orleans, Louisiana. Concerts will be performed by the group to audiences ranging from 150 people to 2,000 people. Approximately seven concerts will be given during the week. The group will arrive back on campus Tuesday, March 23, 1971.

Bio Dept Awarded
2nd NSF Grant

The biology department of Georgia College has been awarded a $1,000 grant under the National Science Foundation's Undergraduate Research Participation Program.

Department chairman David J. Cotter said the funds will be used to support and equip a special ten-week research project for six undergraduate biology majors. The project is scheduled to begin on June 2 and end August 15.

During the ten weeks, Cotter said, the students selected for the program will work on individual research of their own design and study. They will be advised by members of the biology faculty and will receive a stipend of $80 per week for the duration of the project, he continued.

Cotter said participants will be selected on the basis of the biology faculty's evaluation of research proposals submitted by interested students. The projects may deal with any area in the field of biology. He hinted that the program is not limited to Georgia College students but is also open to students at other colleges in the Georgia area.

Cotter listed requirements for participation as a high academic average, at least 10 quarter hours of science courses, and a recommendation from the science advisor of students attending colleges other than Georgia College.

A deadline of March 5 has been set for the submission of research proposals.

The biologist stressed that students taking part in the program will be carrying out their own research and not merely serving as technicians for faculty researchers. He said participants will be encouraged to submit their findings to technical journals for publication.

This is the third such grant awarded to the GC biology department and the only grant of its kind made in the field of biology in the state this year, Cotter said.

Five students took part in an identical project last year. Earlier, two GC students carried out research at the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory under the auspices of NSF.

Cotter said the purpose of the program is to encourage talented students to attend graduate school by giving them the opportunity for hands-on experience with independent scientific research.

Spectrum
Meets Deadline

With diligent efforts, many long nights, and many headaches, David Payne and his small annual staff have sent in the last pages of the Georgia College Spectrum. They met their deadlines a week in advance, and the annual will arrive in Macon in mid-May.

Taylor Publishing Company is doing the printing for the book. We hope this staff's hard work is appreciated and well-received.

Elections Held

Another election was held this week on the campus of Georgia College. The new male Council chairman of the Honor Council was named as well as the new AIAPE and EEC officers.

These elected are as follows: Male council-chairman of Honor Council-Saville Simpson
AIAPE-President-Carolyn Bennett, Vice President-Joy Gieckel, Secretary-Christian Loew, Treasurer- James Washington, Community Coordinator-Peggy Harris, Campus Coordinator-Tim Walker, Religion Coordinator- Marilyn Plato, REC-President-Tommie Walker, Vice President-Rick Jones, Corresponding Secretary-Glenda McIntosh, Recording Secretary-Verne Andrews, Treasurer-Randy Whitfield.

You can make it worth more by ROTC to your college curriculum.

Under the current enrollment law between Georgia College and Georgia Military College, the following students are eligible for the Advanced ROTC Course (Two Year Academic) and Construction.

a. Those who will be juniors in 1971-72.

b. Male students who will be seniors in 1971-72.

c. Certain graduate students.

Advantages:

1. $150 allowance per month (tax free) during junior and senior years for $500.00.

2. Pay, paid travel and PX privileges at Summer Camp.

3. Free Flight Instruction to include a student's Flight License.

Interested students should secure information concerning their enrollment status by contacting the Georgia Military College 481-2800 or 7870 prior to 15 March 1971.

Ask about the programs available for careers in medicine, nursing, monthly plus all tuition and fees.

Spare A Tree----
Save All Your Newspapers!

DON'T THROW THIS NEWSPAPER AWAY! Put it away for your dorm Saturday, March 6, when all citizens of Millbridge and the Aldenswood section can participate in an effort made by a local group to conserve our beautiful forests. The Environmental Concern Organization (ECO) and local civic groups are conducting a newspaper drive from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on that day. Papers may also be delivered directly to Pouder-Flensiner Concrete Company, 711 N. Williamson Street. (ten minutes walk from dorm) for those who cannot make the trip. Bring your papers to the Biology Department if you are unable to move them. Transportation is not necessary but would be useful, if available.
Letter To Editor

Dear Editor,

I thought that your last editorial on the Colonade was a fine issue and I looked up the number of words in it. It seems to be running a bit slow on the page. I am an editor of a high school paper and we have a limit of 1000 words per page. So, I was a bit taken aback when I saw your issue was over 2000 words.

I believe that the problem lies in the quality of the content. Your editorial is too long because it contains too many facts and opinions. As an editor, I believe that the key to a good editorial is to make it short and to the point. The reader should be able to read the editorial in a few minutes and understand the main points.

I suggest that you try to cut down on the number of facts and opinions and focus on the main points. You can also use headings to break up the content and make it easier to read. In addition, you can use bullet points to highlight key points.

I look forward to seeing your next issue. Please keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Your Opinion May Be Worth
A $1,000 Scholarship

During the months of February and March Reed & Barton, America's oldest major silversmith, are conducting a "Silver Opinion Competition" in which valuable scholarships totaling $1,000 are being offered to duly enrolled women students at four selected colleges and universities.

Georgia College has been selected to enter this Competition in which the First Grand Award is a $1,000 scholarship; Second Grand Award is a $300 scholarship; Third Grand Award is a $300 scholarship, and Seven Grand Awards of $50 each scholarships. In addition, there will be 125 other awards consisting of sterling silver, fine china and crystal with a total value of approximately $75.00.

In the 1917 "Silver Opinion Competition," an entry form illustrates twelve designs of sterling, china, and crystal from the patterns illustrated. Scholarships and awards will be made to those entries matching or coming closest to the unanimous selections of Table-setting editors from three of the nation's leading magazines.

Edith Middlekin is the Student Representative who is conducting the "Silver Opinion Competition" for Reed & Barton at Georgia College. Those interested in entering the "Silver Opinion Competition" should contact her at Box 1327 for entry blanks and for complete details concerning the Competition rules. She also has samples of 12 of the most popular Reed & Barton designs so that entrants can see how those sterling patterns actually look.

Through the opinions on silver design expressed by college women competing for those scholarships, Reed & Barton hopes to compile a valuable library of expressions of young American taste.

Are You In Trouble? Call
452-9826
(Mrs. Fark Approved)

Ennis A
Defeats
Faculty

Jerry Seymour was the key to Ennis A's victory as he sparked his team to a 60-55 victory. The faculty and Ennis locked horns in an exciting nerve-saw battle for the entire game. The faculty appeared to have the game sewed up when a brilliant steal by Jerry Seymour allowed the Ennis boys to go ahead by one. The final 2 points were added by Jim Chapman from the charity line.

The staff of this sports page has selected an all-internal basketball 1st and 2nd team. They are as follows:

First Team: Jerry Seymour, Ennis A; Couser; Smith; Jones; Breedlove, Ennis A; Forward; Don McCabe, Faculty; Forward; William Warren, Faculty; Guard; Claude Powell, Faculty; Guard.

Second Team: Bobby Kelley, Benson; Center; Ted Sidner, Ennis A, Forward; Leslie Devon, Day Students, Forward; Dennis Bancher, Ennis A; Guard; Ken Geddie, Ennis A.

Kirkpatrick's
Bakery
Georgia's Finest
Wedding, Birthday
& Party Cakes
Phone 452-0321
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